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	Complex systems are defined as systems with many interdependent parts that

	give rise to nonlinear and emergent properties determining their high-level

	functioning and behavior. Due to the interdependence of their constituent

	elements and other characteristics of complex systems, it is difficult to predict

	system behavior based on the “sum of their parts” alone. Examples of complex

	systems include human economies and societies, nervous systems, molecular

	interaction networks, cells and other living things, such as bees and their hives,

	and ecosystems, as well as modern energy and telecommunication infrastructures.

	Arguably, one of the most striking properties of complex systems is that

	conventional experimental and engineering approaches are inadequate to

	capture and predict the behavior of such systems. A relatively recent and more

	holistic approach employs computational techniques to model and simulate

	complex natural phenomena and complex man-made artifacts. Complex

	system simulations typically require considerable computing and storage

	resources (processing units and primary and secondary memory) as well as

	high-speed communication links. Supercomputers are the technology of choice

	to satisfy these requirements. Because supercomputers are expensive to

	acquire and maintain, there has been a trend to exploit distributed computing

	and other large-scale computing technologies to facilitate complex system

	simulations. Grid computing, service-oriented architectures, programmable

	logic arrays, and graphic processors are examples of such technologies.

	Complex systems modeling and simulation approaches are being adopted in a growing number of sectors, including finance, economics, biology, astronomy, and many more. Technologies ranging from distributed computing to specialized hardware are explored and developed to address the computational requirements arising in complex systems simulations.


	The aim of this book is to present a representative overview of contemporary large-scale computing technologies in the context of complex systems simulations applications. The intention is to identify new research directions in this field and to provide a communications platform facilitating an exchange of concepts, ideas and needs between the scientists and technologist and complex system modelers. On the application side, the book focuses on modeling and simulation of natural and man-made complex systems. On the computing technology side, emphasis is placed on the distributed computing approaches, but supercomputing and other novel technologies are also considered.
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Foundation ActionScript for Flash MXApress, 2003

	With the release of Flash MX, scripting in Flash has moved from being a desirable

	asset to an essential skill in the world of web design. ActionScript is, quite simply,

	the center of power in Flash, and it's no surprise that most of the advances in Flash

	MX are script-centric.





	ActionScript is that scary (ode...
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Pattern Recognition: An Algorithmic Approach (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2012


	Our main aim in writing this book is to make the concepts of pattern recognition clear

	to undergraduate and postgraduate students of the subject. We will not deal with

	pre-processing of data. Rather, assuming that patterns are represented using some

	appropriate pre-processing techniques in the form of vectors of numbers, we will...
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Kamikaze: Japan's Suicide GodsLinworth Publishing, 2002
The untold story of the Kamikaze pilots, a remarkable piece of military history and one of the most dramatic developments of  World War II.

*  Gripping real-life stories of life & death.  
*  Contains original material, interviews and new sources including excerpts from a never-before published suicide manual.  
*  Reports...
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Press and Politics in the Weimar RepublicOxford University Press, 2009

	Press and Politics offers a new interpretation of the fate of Germany's first democracy and the advent of Hitler's Third Reich. It is the first study to explore the role of the press in the politics of the Weimar Republic, and to ask how influential it really was in undermining democratic values.

	

	Anyone who seeks to...
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Host Your Web Site In The Cloud: Amazon Web Services Made Easy: Amazon EC2 Made EasySitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	
		Host Your Web Site On The Cloud is the OFFICIAL step-by-step guide to this revolutionary approach to hosting and managing your websites and applications, authored by Amazon's very own Jeffrey Barr.

	
		"Host Your Web Site in the Cloud" shows you just how easy it is to host your website in the cloud with...
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Handbook of Research on Computational Forensics, Digital Crime, and Investigation: Methods and SolutionsInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	The Handbook of Research on Computational Forensics, Digital Crime, and Investigation: Methods and Solutions addresses a broad range of electronic devices and software for crime prevention and investigation. This defining body of research covers a wide spectrum of topics useful to a broad cross-sectional and multi-disciplinary...
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